
    Concentrizity Squares 
D = 2, sqrt(2), 1

“Impossible” geometry needs be a bit complex
when hosted by a certain scalene triangle.

“Lines and triangles and squares, oh Pi !”



Concentrizity ICU

“Impossible” balance of sqrt(Pi) / sqrt(2)

(= 1.2533141373155002512078826424055..)



Concentrizity Too

Trapezoidal concentrizity & similar pentagons.



Precisely Scalene

Geometric “P.S.” with Euler e nlightenment;
paradisiacal trinity of circle-squaring objects.

“... not even a mouse”



Lines Of Linkage

… supported by CSC sqrt(2) precision.
(golden lines have equal length) 



Spiraling Scalenity

Paradisiacal origination assumed.



Ro of Fourths

Squared-circle patterns extraordinaire!
with a golden caliper of squared circles,
highlighting its sqrt(2) line relationships.



      RoFlutterby   ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

aka “three strikes of Pi at the old ball game”



Trapezoidal Triumph

Squared-circle geometry that speaks for itself
… with three tightly integrated trapezoids.

 



   Dissimilar Paired (  iCSCi  )
“Trapezoids Rule!”

“Lines and triangles and squares, oh π !”



 
Le Pi Doptera ^3

Emanation from a transcendental cocoon.
aka, the golden “Counsel of Elders”



Sqrt(Pi) EnTwined

  1 / 0.88622692545275801364908374167057..  1 / sqrt(Pi)/2
  = 1.1283791670955125738961589031215..  2(sqrt(1/Pi))     

  0.88622692545275801364908374167057..  sqrt(Pi)/2          
  / 0.78539816339744830961566084581988.. Pi/4                 
= 1.1283791670955125738961589031215.. 2(sqrt(1/Pi))    

 



Circular Scalene Integration

CSI of postromantic Pi



Blue Skies Bifurcation

  
“Just give an old dog a bone ...”



     AD8  (sounds like …)

 
Symmetry of 2(sqrt(1/Pi))

 



AD8om

 

“Squared circles at_one_ment”



Open Portal of Concentrizity

Squared circle geometry appears esoteric
… when the scalene portal is open.



 Scalene Ring Tone  (  CYHMN? )

Simple CYHMN met a Pi man, parting from the fair.
Said the Pi man to Simple CYHMN: “My Pi's are in repair

to lockers cold, thus wrapped - not sold; leftover fare is fair
for sweet repose, then new expose of Pi beyond compare!”



 
Pythagorean Scalenity

 
World's first Scalene Square

“But wait! There's more!”
… or less (re: / sqrt(2))



Wheels of ForTUNA

Four sets of Triangular Univocal Notional Angles



ForTUNA Tria
(aka “Three Fortunes”)

Squared circles, with supporting sqrt(2) presence.



ForTUNA Triad

Geometric integration of sqrt(2), 2, 2(sqrt(2))



Supporting Isosceles Rights

 
Enchanting Influence of Sqrt(2) Patternz



Trapezoidal Transference

Who knew ?! 
Squared circle geometry is outside the box.



Quadrature In Toto

Squared circle geometry that can speak for itself
will sometimes pontificate “Cogito ergo sum!”



Plain of Quadrature

In this local universe, squared circle geometry 
cannot be comprehended without presence of mind 

o'er the infinite Plain of Quadrature.



   Scalene In sight  [Pi and sqrt(2) united]

About this scalene triangle where  D=2(sqrt(1/Pi))
 

Inscribed in circle, having 45-degree angle, with one side 
having length equal to side of circle's area square, and one 

side having length equal to side of inscribed square.



Sqrt(2) UC

… with isosceles rights …
and a “Smile of Pythagoras”



Quadrable 11:11

… UPO



Boxed Scalenity
the portal has opened

New view of Pi, “outside the box”,
and hosted by an isosceles right.



Sqrt(2) Significances

“Just proceed inward”



Sqrt(2) Significenter

The center within  (aka “Next 360”)



Sqrt(2) Significenter II

The less you see, the more you see.



Circular Scalene Interlocution

aka “CSI of transcendental Pi”



Scalene Salience

Scalene ratios with isosceles rights.



Scalenity Octavo

Squared circle geometry that speaks for itself.



Transcendental Spiral

Universe perspective on “transcendental”
within Cartesian influence of sqrt(2). 

 (aka “Pi Corral w/ iGR” )

   iDiMw


